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ABSTRACT
The CAP theorem says that distributed key-value stores can only provide bounded consis-
tency (C) and availability (A) under the presence of partition (P). Recent work has proposed
the ability for applications of such stores to specify either an availability SLA or a consis-
tency SLA. In this paper, we propose an adaptive algorithm that automatically controls the
underlying storage system in real-time to meet such an SLA while optimizing the other C/A
metric. We also present an implementation of the algorithm based on the popular key-value
store Riak. Our experiments with the modified system, under realistic workloads, show that
the control technique is able to change the system’s configurations to quickly and stably
satisfy the SLAs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The CAP theorem [1–4] states that it is impossible for a distributed system to provide
consistency, availability and partition-tolerance at the same time. Since partition-tolerance
is critical in a distributed system and therefore must be satisfied, system designers have to
decide between consistency and availability. Distributed key-value stores such as Riak [5],
Cassandra [6, 7], Dynamo [8, 9], and Voldemort [10] favor the latter, offering only eventual
consistency in exchange for extremely high availability. Nevertheless, these systems also make
an effort of giving applications some control over the trade-off between the two guarantees
via built-in settings. For example, applications of such stores can modify replication factor
or consistency level to tune the availability and consistency. Replication factor indicates the
number of replicas containing an entry. A higher replication factor would make the system
more available in case of failures while having lower consistency. Consistency level governs
the number of responses a coordinator needs to wait for before it returns to the client. A
write with the consistency level of TWO would require the coordinator to wait for at least
two replicas to acknowledge the write, giving more consistency but also making the client
wait longer than a write whose consistency level is ONE.
However, in these systems, it is the application’s responsibility to pick the right configura-
tions (e.g., replication factor, consistency level, etc.) so that the system achieves the desired
consistency or availability. A change in network conditions or system load would require the
application to change these configurations in order to maintain the same performance. For
example, if an application requires all its reads to be returned within some given time, a
rise in network latency might entail a reduction in consistency level in order for the system
to still satisfy this availability level. To the best of our knowledge, current versions of these
distributed key-value stores do not have the ability to dynamically choose the right config-
urations and adapt to system load or network changes. As a result, applications running on
these stores require human attention to cope with unexpected changes in network conditions
or system status. In addition, this limitation makes these systems less attractive to inex-
perienced users as they have to manually modify low level configurations to accommodate
high level requirements of availability or consistency.
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This paper presents an adaptive control layer on top of such distributed key-value stores to
free applications from low level configurations. This layer provides necessary encapsulation
between configuration parameters and performance requirements from application level. In-
stead of working directly with these parameters, applications just need to specify their Service
Level Agreement, or SLA, for availability or consistency. The idea of SLAs for availability
and consistency has recently been proposed and studied [8, 11–13]. Given an availability
SLA, the adaptive techniques make sure that it meets the availability requirement, while
optimizing consistency. Similarly, in case of a consistency SLA, the system meets the consis-
tency while optimizing availability. In other words, the control layer continuously adapts to
network conditions and system status to guarantee that requirements of one metric are met
while giving the best possible performance for the other. Availability SLAs are useful when
fast response time is critical while some staleness is tolerable such as in the Netflix video
tracking application [14], online advertising [15], or shopping cart applications [12]. On the
other hand, consistency SLAs are beneficial to applications that desire bounded staleness in
their results but also want best-possible response time. A web search engine [12] would be
a notable example of such applications.
As a proof of concept, we implemented our strategy into Riak [5]. Our experiments with
YCSB [16], under realistic workloads, shows that the algorithm is able to quickly modify
its configurations to meet the availability or consistency SLA. When network conditions
change, the system also quickly adapts in order to maintain the SLA. On the other hand,
if the network is stable, the system’s consistency and availability measurements converge to
their respected equilibriums.
We make the following technical contributions:
• We propose an adaptive strategy to automatically control distributed key-value stores.
It acts as a layer on top of these systems, allowing applications to specify an availability
or consistency SLA. Under changing network conditions and system load, the algorithm
guarantees that the SLA is met while optimizing the other metric.
• We integrate this technique into the popular key-value store Riak as a proof of concept.
• We present experimental results from benchmarks done using YCSB against the above
system under realistic network conditions. With this, we find that the system is able
to converge quickly to requirements specified by the SLA despite rapid changes in the
network.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN OF THE ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER
This chapter shows how to design an adaptive control layer for distributed key-value stores.
We first explain how SLAs fit into our control strategy. We then elaborate on how the
algorithm tunes its configuration knob to control the system. Finally, we talk about our
considerations about selecting a control knob.
2.1 Service Legal Agreements
Similar to [11, 12], in order to take advantage of the system, an application first needs to
specify its SLA. If the SLA is availability, our adaptive layer will optimize the consistency
while meeting the SLA requirement. Similarly, if the SLA is consistency, it will optimize
availability while meeting the SLA.
Availability and consistency can be measured in different ways using different metrics. On
the other hand, metrics depend on the application. Therefore, we decide not to enforce any
metrics into our adaptive control layer. Instead, we give applications the ultimate choice as
to whether the system is meeting their requirements. In detail, instead of merely supplying a
number as an SLA, applications need to supply an SLAObject (in Python) that implements
the two functions below:
1. isAvailabilitySLA() function to indicate whether the SLA is availability or consis-
tency.
2. isSLASatisfied() function that takes a list of read and write operations (and their
results), measures the system’s performance based on these operations, and returns
whether the SLA is met.
Our controller treats such an SLA object as a black box to determine the system’s perfor-
mance and make changes accordingly. The first function is called once during initialization
to obtain the type of SLA. The second function is then called routinely with the updated
operation logs to check if the SLA is currently satisfied. Since our system is not bounded to
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any particular metrics, it can fit into a much bigger range of applications. The prototype of
SLAObject is shown in Prototype 1.
Prototype 1 SLAObject
function i sAva i l ab i l i t ySLA ( ) :
return True i f SLA i s a v a i l a b i l i t y , False i f c on s i s t enc y
function i s S L A S a t i s f i e d ( l og L ) :
return True i f SLA i s met , False otherw i se
An example for an availability SLA is percentage of up time on average [17]. A definition
of up time for distributed stores can be when the round trip time of an operation is within
a specified limit. Consider the case when an application demands 99% up time with a limit
of 200 ms. This means that 99% of all reads and writes need to be answered within 200
ms. The application would need to supply an SLAObject whose isAvailabilitySLA() always
returns True and isSLASatisfied() computes whether this condition is satisfied.
Read My Writes [18,19] can be used as an example for consistency SLA. Read My Writes
guarantees that a read from a client only returns its previous writes or writes that happened
after its latest write. An application can take advantage of Read My Writes by requiring that
at least a certain percentage, say 90%, of its reads satisfy the property. For this SLAObject,
isAvailabilitySLA() always returns False and isSLASatisfied() needs to check if 90% of the
reads is Read My Writes.
2.2 Control Algorithm
2.2.1 Overview
Given an SLAObject, our adaptive algorithm works as a loop. At each iteration, it calls the
supplied isSLASatisfied() function with the operation log to check the system’s performance
and changes its control knob appropriately to ensure convergence to the SLA. To understand
how the algorithm interacts with the SLAObject, consider the case of availability SLA dis-
cussed in Section 2.1. Let us say that the application still requests 99% up time with a limit
of 200 ms. If the system is violating the SLA, say, achieving only 95% up time, the call to
isSLASatisfied() will return False. Our algorithm will then turn the control knob in a way
to move availability closer to the 99% SLA. However, if the system is performing better than
required, having 99.5% up time for example, isSLASatisfied() will return True. In this case,
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the algorithm will turn the knob to the opposite direction, giving up some availability for
better consistency. Note that in both cases, the control algorithm does not have any quan-
titative information about the actual performance of the system, just whether it is meeting
the SLA or not.
In our design, the control layer sends operations to the underlying key-value store during
each iteration. The operation log used by isAvailabilitySLA() contains only these reads
and writes. This active measurement scheme has been suggested by [11]. It gives us more
control over the injection rate, which results in more uniform convergence rate over time.
In contrast, a passive scheme where the control layer instead uses only operations from the
application might result in volatility in injection rate. In an extreme case, this might cause
starvation of the control layer, during which it does not have enough operations to reliably
determine the system’s performance. This means either the controller would need to inject
more queries, or convergence would slow down.
Procedure 1 depicts the control loop for the availability SLA case. The control loop for a
consistency SLA is shown in Procedure 2.
procedure 1 Adaptive control for availability SLA
Input: Database D, SLAObject sla: sla.isAvailabilitySLA()=true
1: while true do
2: Run n operations on D, collect log L
3: if sla.isSLASatisfied(L) then
4: Change control knob to reduce availability, thus improving consistency
5: else
6: Change control knob to improve availability, thus reducing consistency
7: end if
8: end while
procedure 2 Adaptive control for consistency SLA
Input: Database D, SLAObject sla: sla.isAvailabilitySLA()=false
1: while true do
2: Run n operations on D, collect log L
3: if sla.isSLASatisfied(L) then
4: Change control knob to reduce consistency, thus improving availability
5: else
6: Change control knob to improve consistency, thus reducing availability
7: end if
8: end while
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2.2.2 Read Delay as a Control Knob
Figure 2.1 shows the design of Riak’s pipeline during a read or write operation. When a
client (front-end) issues such a request, it selects one node in the cluster to send the request
to. This node, called coordinator, acts as a point of contact for the client throughout the
operation. Based on the key found in the request, the coordinator forwards it to the nodes
(typically 3) that are holding the actual data. These nodes are called replicas. There is a
total of three replicas in the figure, but this number might vary. Upon receiving the request
from the coordinator, each replica processes the request and returns to the coordinator with
the result. If the request is a write, the replicas will apply the change to their local data. If
the request is a read, each of them will send its local data to the coordinator. The coordinator
will then merge these responses using some given merge rule and return the final result to
the client. An example of a rule for merging is to select the response with highest timestamp.
While the figure only depicts the pipeline for Riak, we find that many other systems [6–10]
use a similar design.
For our control strategy, we primarily rely on read delay, a knob that has been studied in
literature [20–22]. Read delay affects the read path by making the coordinator artificially
wait for a specified amount of time before forwarding the read request to the replicas. The
idea of read delay is to give the replicas some time to converge to the latest write. A higher
read delay value gives the replicas more time which translates to more consistency. However,
the client also needs to wait longer for a response, hence lower availability. On the other
hand, a lower value of read delay leads to lower consistency and higher availability.
Controlling the system’s performance is rather straightforward with read delay. Consider
the case where the SLA is availability. If the isSLASatisfied() function returns True, in-
dicating that we are satisfying the SLA, we need to increase read delay to optimize for
consistency. If the isSLASatisfied() function instead returns False, suggesting that the SLA
is being violated, the algorithm will decrease read delay to improve availability. Similarly,
when the SLA is consistency, we need to decrease read delay when isSLASatisfied() returns
True and increase it otherwise.
2.2.3 Control Algorithm in Detail
Suppose that we have two functions, increaseRD and decreaseRD, which modify the current
read delay appropriately so that the system performance moves closer to a given SLA. We
can then use these two functions and combine procedures 1 and 2 to make a generalized
version for both availability and consistency SLA as shown in procedure 3.
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Figure 2.1: Riak pipeline
procedure 3 Generalized adaptive control
Input: Database D, SLAObject sla, Initial read delay rd
1: if sla.isAvailabilitySLA() then # sla is availability
2: improve← decreaseRD
3: reduce← increaseRD
4: else # sla is consistency
5: improve← increaseRD
6: reduce← decreaseRD
7: end if
8: while true do
9: Run n operations on D, collect log L
10: if sla.isSLASatisfied(L) then
11: reduce() # Use rd to reduce the performance
12: else
13: improve() # Use rd to improve the performance
14: end if
15: end while
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Next, we discuss how to implement increaseRD and decreaseRD. The naive approach of
changing read delay by the smallest unit increment (e.g., 1 ms) would be ideal to avoid high
fluctuation at convergence. However, this approach would take a long time to converge if the
SLA is far from the current performance. Therefore, we employ a multiplicative approach
for changing read delay.
The multiplicative strategy starts with unit steps and exponentially increases the step size
to grow the rate at which the performance approaches the SLA. When it crosses the SLA,
the step size is reset back to unit increment and its direction is changed. The step size
then again grows exponentially until it crosses SLA, and so on. The multiplicative strategy
makes the performance approach the SLA faster. However, it is also subject to overstep
which brings the performance too far on the opposite side of the SLA, resulting in longer
convergence time. To prevent such large step sizes, we put a limit on the maximum size of
a step. When a step reaches this maximum size, it does not grow anymore and read delay
is changed incrementally. Procedure 4 extends procedure 3 by implementing multiplicative
strategy into increaseRD and decreaseRD.
At convergence in a perfectly stable network, read delay will oscillate within the [-1,+1]
range of the optimal read delay value. For example, if a read delay of 10.5 milliseconds
would match the SLA exactly, the multiplicative strategy will alternate the actual read
delay between 10 and 11 milliseconds. Figure 2.2 depicts an example of such case. The
growth factor for step size is 2. Read delay starts from 0 ms and gradually converges to its
equilibrium, oscillating between 10 and 11 ms.
However, it is important to note that if the multiplicative strategy is strictly followed, the
system might be prevented from reaching convergence. For example, let us say the optimal
value for read delay is instead 7.5 ms and we again start with a read delay of 0 ms. Since
the growth factor for step size is 2, read delay will be sequentially changed to 1, 3 and 7ms,
before crossing the optimal SLA at 15 ms. After that, it changes direction and starts from
step size of 1 ms again, reaching 14, 12, and 8 ms. Since the step size is 8 ms at this point,
read delay again crosses the optimal SLA to reach the original value of 0 ms. The system will
continue doing so indefinitely without converging. Figure 2.3 depicts this case. To resolve
this problem, we add some unit steps randomly in between multiplicative ones.
2.3 Read Delay vs. Other Potential Knobs
This section explains why read delay is chosen as our main control knob over some other inter-
esting configurations, including consistency level, replication factor and read repair chance.
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procedure 4 Generalized adaptive control, multiplicative strategy
Input: Database D, SLAObject sla, Initial read delay rd, Growth factor γ, Step size limit
MAX SS
1: step size← 0
2: if sla.isAvailabilitySLA() then # sla is availability
3: improve← decreaseRD
4: reduce← increaseRD
5: else # sla is consistency
6: improve← increaseRD
7: reduce← decreaseRD
8: end if
9: while true do
10: Run n operations on D, collect log L
11: if sla.isSLASatisfied(L) then
12: reduce() # Use rd to reduce the performance
13: else
14: improve() # Use rd to improve the performance
15: end if
16: end while
17: function increaseRD
18: if step size ≤ 0 then # rd is currently decreasing
19: step size← 1 # change direction, reset step size
20: else # rd is currently increasing
21: step size← min(step size× γ, MAX SS)
22: end if
23: rd← rd+ step size
24: end function
25: function decreaseRD
26: if step size ≥ 0 then # rd is currently increasing
27: step size← −1 # change direction, reset step size
28: else # rd is currently decreasing
29: step size← max(step size× γ, −MAX SS)
30: end if
31: rd← max(rd+ step size, 0) # We do not want rd to be negative
32: end function
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Figure 2.2: Changes of read delay over time
Figure 2.3: Read delay, nonconvergent case
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In our implementation, we pick read delay over consistency level due to two reasons. First,
read delay is fine-grained in time, and can be set to any non-negative values. Read delay
gives us a larger set of possible configurations compared to other knobs. For example, there
are only three possible values for consistency level if replication factor is three. Second, read
delay is non-blocking, whereas consistency level is a blocking knob. For example, if a client
issues a read with the consistency level set to ALL and some replicas for the corresponding
key are on failed nodes, the coordinator will have to either be blocked waiting or return an
error. So a higher consistency level does not guarantee a “better” value in response.
Some other knobs that we have taken into consideration are replication factor and read
repair chance, both of which have some major drawbacks. Replication factor is mostly
set only once during initialization. Modification of replication factor is potentially a very
expensive process as it would involve transferring a huge amount of data between replicas.
Replication factor also doesn’t give a large set of possible configurations as the recommended
values for most distributed key-value stores are between three and five. Because of these
reasons, replication factor doesn’t play any role in our adaptive algorithm.
Meanwhile, read repair is the mechanism for the coordinator to actively push the most
recent version to any out-of-date replicas. This process generally happens in the background
after a read whose responses from the replicas disagree with each other. Read repair chance
governs the probability at which the coordinator performs this repairing process. Thus, a
read repair chance of 0 implies no read repair, and replicas will be updated only by subsequent
writes. A read repair of 1 implies that all stale reads result in a read repair. Read repair
chance is available in most key-value stores such as Cassandra and Riak. A high value of
read repair chance would result in more consistent system, whereas a low read repair chance
would give less consistency. However, since read repair does not directly affect the read path,
it does not affect availability. Therefore, we currently don’t take advantage of read repair
chance.
As stated above, the current version of our adaptive strategy mainly uses read delay as a
control knob. However, read delay has its own disadvantage that it cannot be negative. This
means that when read delay is zero, the system reaches its peak availability (or worst consis-
tency) performance as we cannot further decrease read delay. This warrants an interesting
direction for future work to incorporate other control knobs into the adaptive algorithm to
achieve wider, finer-grained scales of availability and consistency.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTATION
In this chapter, we discuss how to implement the adaptive strategy into distributed key-value
stores. To illustrate the idea, we have chosen Basho’s Riak as the based store and integrated
the strategy into it.
3.1 Central Controller
In order to incorporate the adaptive layer to key-value stores, we use a central controller that
will be running adaptive control loop discussed in the previous chapter. This central server
continuously issues reads and writes via the clients. It also collects operation logs from all
clients and parses the logs to select k latest operations. The list of these operations will
be used as the parameter for the SLAObject (Section 2.1) to compare the system’s current
performance to the SLA. k is a system setting and can be configured by applications. In our
implementation, we use k = 20000.
Since the central controller is just one server, it is a single point of failure. When the
controller crashes, the system will stop working properly. In addition, if the operations logs
are big enough, processing them might take a long time using just one server. Furthermore,
some SLA metrics might require expensive computation. Therefore, this approach is rather
limited. In future work, we would like to improve this aspect of the system, taking advantage
of a cluster of servers as the controller instead of just a single node.
3.2 Availability and Consistency SLAs
As discussed above, we provide applications with the ability to have their own SLA met-
rics. For our experiments of the Riak implementation, however, we use the probabilistic
availability and consistency metrics as mentioned in [11].
For availability, given a number ta, the probability of unavailability of the system, pua,
is calculated as the ratio of operations that are not returned within ta milliseconds. For
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example, if ta is 150 ms and 15000 out of the 20000 operations are returned within 150 ms,
then pua = 0.75. For all experiments, we use ta = 150. The function isSLASatisfied() for
this availability SLAObject compares the current performance pua with a given unavailability
SLA, pua(sla), and returns True if and only if pua ≤ pua(sla).
For consistency, we serialize read and write operations based on their timestamps. Let’s
define a fresh read to be a read that returns the value of the latest write before it. All
other reads that do not return the latest write value are stale reads. Then the probability
of inconsistency of the system, pic, is the ratio of stale reads over all read operations. The
consistency SLAObject implements its isSLASatisfied() to compare the current inconsistency
measurement pic with a given inconsistency SLA, pic(sla), and return True if and only if
pic ≤ pic(sla).
3.3 Modification to Riak
We use YCSB [16] as our clients for the experiments. There are 2 ways to send requests
to the Riak cluster. The first one is to send HTTP REST queries via Riak’s webmachine -
the system’s HTTP interface. The second one is to send binary requests via the protobuf
interface. For our experiments, we take advantage of the first method due to its simplicity.
Based on Riak v1.4.2, we introduce a system wide parameter for read delay. This parameter
is passed from YCSB clients to the Riak cluster as a standard field in the query string for each
read (i.e.:http://ReadURL?read delay=...). We modified Riak code to accept this parameter
and cause the coordinator to delay the read accordingly. This modification requires less than
50 lines of Erlang code in Riak.
Since YCSB does not have a built-in connector for Riak, we also develop a separate Riak
client for YCSB from scratch. This client implements standard YCSB operations (read,
insert, scan, update) using Riak HTTP interface as discussed above. The connector is about
250 lines of Java code.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION
This chapter discusses the evaluation of our modified Riak system. We first explains the
setup of our experiments. We then present the results of the system under both Sharp
Network Jump and Realistic Delay Distributions.
4.1 Experiment Setup
We use YCSB v0.1.4 to inject operations to Riak. The consistency level for all read and
write operations is ONE. The cluster contains 5 Emulab pc3000 servers [23], each with a
64-bit Xeon processor, 2GB RAM, and 146GB disk space. We use a LAN (star topology)
network, with 100 Mbps bandwidth and initial server-to-server delay of 0 ms, dynamically
controlled using traffic shaping [24].
Each server in the cluster is a Riak node. In addition, 8 YCSB clients are run on each of
these servers. For each operation, a client selects a random Riak node as the coordinator
to send the query. We use a zipfian, read heavy distribution with 80% reads and 20%
writes. The size of each record is 2048B and the size of each key is 13B. We keep the default
replication factor of 3. The throughput is 1000 ops/s.
One server is selected to run the central controller as discussed in section 3.1. We also use
NTP [25] to synchronize clocks within 1 ms - reasonable for a single datacenter. This clock
skew can be made tighter by using atomic or GPS clocks [26]. However, the synchronization
is needed just for calculation of the consistency SLA function in 3.2. The adaptive layer
alone does not require clock synchronization.
For the multiplicative strategy, we use growth factor γ = 2 and cap the step size at
MAS SS = 10 (Section 2.2.3). This ensures fast convergence rate without being subject to
huge overstep.
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Figure 4.1: Availability SLA under Sharp Network Jump
4.2 Experiments with Sharp Network Jump
We present the results for our experiments with the system under Sharp Network Jump.
The network is set up such that there is no artificial delay between nodes at first. Later, we
inject a node-to-LAN delay of 26 ms for 3 out of 5 nodes in the cluster. This means that
out of the 10 node-to-node connections:
• 3 connections will have a 52 ms delay
• 6 connections will have a 26 ms delay
• 1 connections will have a 0 ms delay
Figure 4.1 depicts the performance of the system for an availability SLA. We use pua(sla) =
0.15. Initially, the system detects that pua is better than pua(sla), so it quickly pushes that
up to optimize for consistency. The plot also shows that the adaptive strategy is able to
keep pua very close to pua(sla) under a stable network from time 900 s to 1700 s. At time
1700 s, we use Emulab traffic sharping tool to add the mentioned delay, resulting in higher
values for both pua and pic. The system again quickly brings pua back to pua(sla), giving up
some consistency this time. Again, pua is maintained along the pua(sla) line.
The result is similar for an consistency SLA, as shown in Figure 4.2. We use pic(sla) = 0.15.
Network delay is injected at around time 2100 s. Both before and after the delay is injected,
our system is able to meet the SLA requirement. For both experiments under Sharp Network
Jump, we observe that the system takes about 500 s to 700 s to converge to the SLA.
Currently the system is implemented such that it only measures the current performance
and modifies the control knob accordingly when there are enough operation logs as specified
by k (section 3.1). Therefore, a lower value for k would result in shorter convergence time.
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Figure 4.2: Consistency SLA under Sharp Network Jump
Figure 4.3: Availability SLA under Sharp Network Jump, Scatter plot
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Figure 4.4: Consistency SLA under Sharp Network Jump, Scatter plot
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Figure 4.5: Availability SLA under Realistic Delay Distribution
Figure 4.6: Consistency SLA under Realistic Delay Distribution
[11] proves that for under a specific network condition, there is a limit on how much
availability and consistency a distributed store can provide. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 help
to visualize how close our system is to this theoretically optimal-achievable envelope. Figure
4.3 shows the two achievable envelopes as piecewise linear segments (named before and after
the jump) and the (pua, pic) data points from our run in Figure 4.1. Similarly, Figure 4.4
shows the same but with data taken from Figure 4.2. The figures annotate the clusters of
data points by their time interval. We observe that the system’s performance is close to the
optimal-achievable envelopes.
4.3 Experiments with Realistic Delay Distributions
This section discusses the performance of the system under more realistic delay distributions.
We use lognormal distributions for network delay for our experiments in this sections. In
order to do this, at each node, we delay each outgoing packet from the network interface so
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that these delays form a lognormal distribution with a given pair of µ and σ.
Figure 4.5 presents a run with availability SLA pua(sla) = 0.15. Initially, µ = 1 and
σ = 0.2. As we can see, the system quickly brings pua up along the pua(sla) line, resulting
in lower pic. At time 950 s, we change µ to 2.8 (while keeping the same σ). The change
in network delay causes a jump in both pua and pic. The system is able to quickly fix this,
pushing pua(sla) to the SLA again. At time 2600 s, we revert µ back to 1 and at time 3450
s, we set µ to a higher value of 3.1, both of which are handled well by the adaptive strategy.
The plot shows that the system takes about 200 s to converge for these changes. In addition,
as under Sharp Network Jump, when there are not any changes in the network, pua and pic
lines are stable.
Next, a case with consistency SLA is shown in Figure 4.6. For this experiment, pic(sla) =
0.15. We begin with µ = 1 and σ = 0.1. At time 2500 s, µ is changed to 4. Similar to
previous experiments, we observe that our system quickly meets the SLA and it expectedly
optimizes for availability if the current consistency is better than required.
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CHAPTER 5
RELATED WORK
There have been some research regarding adaptive key-value stores. FRACS [27] is a self-
tuned consistency enforcer based on buffering updates at replicas up to some slateness.
AQuA [28] controls consistency by dividing replicas into “strong” and “weak” consistency
groups and continuously moving them between these groups. TACT [29] is a middleware
layer that enforces arbitrary consistency bounds among replicas by limiting the number of
outstanding writes at the replicas (order error) and bounding write propagation delay (stal-
eness). All the mentioned systems provide best-effort behavior for consistency, within the
latency bounds. Consistency measurements in these systems are limited to some given met-
rics. In comparison, our system allows applications to supply any availability or consistency
SLAObjects and treats them as black boxes to determine if the requirements are met. Con-
sistency level has been used in [30] as a control knob to deal with node failures and changes
in network conditions. However, as discussed in Section 2.3, consistency level is a weaker
knob than read delay for various reasons.
The need to control the tradeoffs between consistency and availability has been suggested
by [31]. Many distributed storage systems are able to offer multiple levels of consistency [32–
35]. It has been studied that different applications might benefit from different consistency
guarantees [36, 37]. PBS [20] proposed a probabilistic consistency model for quorum-based
stores, but did not focus on availability. Pileus [12] considered families of consistency and
availability SLAs, but only for geo-distributed settings. To the best of our knowledge, none
of these systems allow applications to define their own SLA metrics. In general, researchers
have proposed a wide range of consistency models for distributed databases [19,29,38–41].
SLA is a concept that has been explored in many areas, including differentiated ser-
vices [42], cloud services [8], and utility computing [43]. Several algorithms for checking
consistency in distributed stores have been developed [44, 45]. In general, tradeoffs have
been studied between storage cost and repair bandwidth [46], between energy cost, fairness
and delay [47], and between throughput and delay in wireless network [48].
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an adaptive approach for distributed stores to control the trade-off be-
tween consistency and availability. Our approach allows applications to specify high-level
consistency or availability requirements by supplying their own SLA functions. It guarantees
that the SLA is met while trying to give the best possible performance for the other metric,
even under changing network conditions. This approach has been shown to be practically
viable through our implementation based on the popular distributed database Riak. Our
experiments with the implementation demonstrated that the algorithm converges fast and
stably. At equilibrium, the system met its SLAs and the overall performance was close to
its theoretical limits.
Future work could be directed toward several directions. First, we believe that the ap-
proach can be improved by incorporating more control knobs, instead of just using read delay.
This would give us a finer-grained, wider range of achievable consistency and availability. Sec-
ond, the use of just one physical node as a controller is rather limited as discussed in Section
3.1. A multi-node cluster could be utilized for this purpose to achieve better fault-tolerance
and processing time. Another solution to improve fault-tolerance is to use a secondary node
as a backup controller (similar to Hadoop’s Namenode [49,50]).
Section 2.2 explains why we have chosen to actively measure the performance of the system.
Future work could involve exploring how to effectively incorporate a passive measurement
scheme [11] and comparing the two approaches. In addition, a hybrid approach in which the
control layer uses operation logs from the application but also injects reads and writes in
case of starvation could potentially provide the system with more stability and efficiency.
Last but not least, the control layer is currently designed exclusively for distributed key-
value stores whose all nodes live in the same datacenter. Further studies could be directed
toward satisfying SLA in geo-distributed settings [12].
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